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Abstract
This article concerns the numerical approximations for the problems of minimizing strict convex functionals.
The functionals are discretized by the 3nite-element methods and then solved by the nonlinear SOR with an
optimal mesh. The redistribution approach is considered to generate the optimal mesh. With an optimal mesh,
the number of unknowns can be dramatically reduced and this generally gives a computationally e6cient
model. Numerical results of the model catenoid problem and a geodesics problem illustrating the e6ciency
of the optimal mesh approach in the nonlinear SOR will be presented.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This article concerns the study of the numerical solutions of minimization problems of strictly
convex functionals using nonlinear successive overrelaxation (SOR) and mesh redistribution tech-
niques. This work was motivated by some results on the numerical solution of Plateau’s problem
[7–9,11,12]. In these papers, the discretized systems of 3nite-dimensional equations have always
been solved by nonlinear SOR or related techniques. One of the principal di6culties is the choice
of the relaxation parameter. In these papers [7–9,12], this parameter was 3xed during the entire
iteration. In [11], the author mentioned varying the relaxation parameter during the iteration but this
was not utilized in the examples. In addition, in all of the above papers the grid size was chosen to
be uniform.
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The choice of nonlinear SOR to solve the discrete problem is a natural one in view of the fact
that the functional to be minimized is a strictly convex function. Global convergence of SOR for
strictly convex functionals was established in [2,10]. In these papers, it was pointed out that in order
to obtain convergence, one has to use varying relaxation parameters. The advantage of using varying
relaxation parameters was established in [3] by considering some minimal surface problems studied
by earlier authors where in order to keep the parameter 3xed one would have to choose a much
smaller parameter. In Section 2, the nonlinear SOR and the technique of choosing the relaxation
parameters proposed in [3] will be introduced.
In the study, we discretize the functional by the 3nite-element methods with certain numerical
quadrature rule. Minimization of the discrete functional will lead to a system of nonlinear equations.
To solve the system of nonlinear equations, we consider the nonlinear SOR proposed in [3] with an
optimal grid. This was motivated by the work in [6] where it was illustrated that the graded mesh
towards the boundary of the model catenoid problem can greatly reduce the number of iterations
in the nonlinear SOR. For a systematic approach, motivated by the work in [4,5], the purpose of
this work is to study the eGect of the optimal grids on the convergence of the nonlinear SOR.
The optimal grids considered are generated by equidistributing a grading function proposed in [4].
The existence of a unique optimal mesh distribution for a two-point boundary value problem was
established in [1]. In Section 3, similar to the one proposed in [1], the grading function used in [4]
will be introduced. Modi3cation of the algorithm [5] will also be presented in Section 3. Finally, in
Section 4, the algorithms are applied to the model catenoid problem and the numerical results will
be presented. In addition, the numerical results of a geodesics problem will be provided. Di6culties
and limitations of the algorithms will also be discussed.
2. Nonlinear SOR
To motivate the discussions we 3rst consider solving the following discrete minimization problem
by the “generalized Newton’s method”:
min
y∈Rn (y1; y2; : : : ; yn):
The “generalized Newton’s method” states that, given ym1 ; y
m
2 ; : : : ; y
m
n , the next iterate y
m+1
1 ; y
m+1
2 ; : : : ;
ym+1n , is derived from
ym+11 = y
m
1 − !
1(ym1 ; y
m
2 ; : : : ; y
m
n )
11(ym1 ; y
m
2 ; : : : ; ymn )
;
ym+12 = y
m
2 − !
2(ym+11 ; y
m
2 ; : : : ; y
m
n )
22(ym+11 ; y
m
2 ; : : : ; ymn )
;
...
ym+1n = y
m
n − !
n(ym+11 ; y
m+1
2 ; : : : ; y
m+1
n−1 ; y
m
n )
nn(ym+11 ; y
m+1
2 ; : : : ; y
m+1
n−1 ; ymn )
;
where i and ii represent the partial derivative and the second partial derivative of  with respect
to the ith argument yi, respectively. Here ! is a parameter in (0; 2).
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This algorithm may be regarded as nonlinear SOR where the parameter ! is kept 3xed throughout
the iteration. To be precise, we describe the nonlinear SOR as follows: let {yk} be the sequence
generated by
yk+1j = y
k
j ; j = ik ;
yk+1j = y
k
j − !k
ik (y
k)
ik ik (yk)
; j = ik ;
where ik is any one of the integers 1; : : : ; n.
In the following, we state theorems on convergence of the successive overrelaxation algorithm
for the 3nite-dimensional approximation to the minimization problem of a strictly convex func-
tional ([2,3]). Note that strict convexity of the functional implies the strict convexity of the discrete
approximation. Therefore, the following properties of the discrete functional  are considered:
(i)  is strictly convex;
(ii)  is C2 over a domain D in Rn where D is such that the set S={x∈D :(x)6 } is nonempty
and compact;
(iii) ii(y)(=92=9y2i ) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n and y∈ S, unless y is the point at which  attains its
minimum (where [ij(y)], (i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; n), denotes the Hessian matrix of  at y).
We now state the convergence theorem presented in [2].
Theorem 2.1. From any y0 in S, let {yk} be the sequence generated by
yk+1j = y
k
j ; j = ik ;
yk+1j = y
k
j − !k
ik (y
k)
ik ik (yk)
; j = ik ;
where ik is any one of the integers 1; : : : ; n.
Further, let {Ik} be de3ned by
Ik = {y :(y)6(yk) and yj = ykj ; j = ik}
and let k be de3ned by
k =
ik ik (y
k)
maxy∈Ikik ik (y)
:
Then the sequence {yk} is well de3ned and converges to the unique minimum point y∗ of  if
there exists ¿ 0 such that 0¡6!k ¡ 2k − , k = 0; 1; 2; : : : , and provided every coordinate
direction has been chosen an in3nite number of times.
Following the discussions in [3], we can write the nonlinear SOR process as follows: let My k be
such that
( My k) = (yk);
ykj = My
k
j; j = ik ;
ykik = Mykik unless ik (yk) = 0:
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Then
yk+1ik = y
k
ik + r
k( Mykik − ykik ):
Note that the convergence of the process depends on the parameter rk and we state the theorem in
the following [3].
Theorem 2.2. For any y0 in Rn, the nonlinear SOR process converges to y∗ provided
(a) there exists a ∈ (0; 1) such that 6 2rk6 2− , and
(b) each ik is chosen an in3nite number of times.
In practice, Myk in the nonlinear SOR process is not known exactly. The numerical procedure of
3nding Myk will be discussed in Section 4.
3. Grading functions and optimal mesh
In this section, we describe the grading function derived in [4]. This grading function (x) has the
property that after equidistribution, the inverse of  at i=M , where M is the number of elements in
the domain, is the ith grid point xi. Consider the following problem: Given a continuous function u,
generate an appropriate mesh for interpolating u. Intuitively, assuming that u is positive and strictly
increasing, the mesh can be constructed such that the change of u in the domain is equidistributed.
That is, we would like to 3nd {xi} such that |u(xi)− u(xi−1)| ≡ constant; i=0; 1; : : : ; M , or in other
words, we equidistribute the change of the function (x) =
∫ x
a |u′| dt=
∫ b
a |u′| dt.
A more systematic derivation of (x) can be illustrated by considering the best interpolation
problem for u: For a 3xed M , determine {xi}, i = 0; 1; : : : ; M , such that the associated interpolant
of u is optimal in some sense. This problem corresponds to the 3nite-element and 3nite-diGerence
method, since the discrete solution uh is an interpolating piecewise continuous polynomial of degree
k. For simplicity, we consider k = 1 here. The derivation can also be performed for the case of
general k [4].
Let e= u− uh, and {xi}, i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; M , be the mesh of M intervals with hi = xi− xi−1 denoting
the length of interval Oi. The idea is to minimize the error of the interpolant in the Hm-seminorm,
i.e.,
|e|2m =
∫ b
a
(e(m))2 dx
is minimized.
Using the Fourier series expansion e(x) =
∑∞
n=1 an sin n"(x− xi−1)=hi and the Parseval identity, it
can be shown [4] that
|e|2m6
M∑
i=1
(
hi
"
)2(2−m) ∫
Oi
(u′′)2 dx:
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The grading function (x) is equidistributed if i − i−1 =
∫
Oi
′ dx = 1=M . Approximating by the
midpoint rule, we have∫
Oi
′ dx = hi′(xi−1=2)(1 + O(hi)) and
∫
Oi
(u′′)2 dx = hi(u′′(xi−1=2))2(1 + O(hi)):
It follows that
|e|2m6
1
("M)2(2−m)
M∑
i=1
(u′′(xi−1=2))2
(′(xi−1=2))2(2−m)
hi(1 + O(hi)):
Rewriting the inequality using the Riemann sum, we obtain
|e|2m6
1
("M)2(2−m)
∫ b
a
(u′′)2
(′)2(2−m)
dx(1 + O(h)); (1)
where h=max16i6M hi. The grading function  will then be chosen such that∫ b
a
(u′′)2
(′)2(2−m)
dx
is minimized. Therefore,
d
dx
(u′′)2
(′)2(2−m)+1
= 0;
and as in [4] we have the grading function
(x) =
∫ x
a (u
′′)2=[2(2−m)+1] dt∫ b
a (u
′′)2=[2(2−m)+1] dt
:
This leads to the following mesh redistribution procedure (assuming for the moment that  is
given as above and that u is known). Setting i− i−1 =1=M; i=0; 1; 2; : : : ; M , and solving for {xi}
determines a grid. Note that the grid obtained may or may not minimize Hm-seminorm, but it does
minimize the bound in (1) placing a very tight tolerance on the error. As the number of grid points
increases, the resulting error will approach the Hm optimal error. For example, when piecewise
linear interpolant is considered, the grading functions which minimize the L2-norm (m = 0) and
H 1-seminorm (m= 1) are
(x) =
∫ x
a (u
′′)2=5 dt∫ b
a (u
′′)2=5 dt
and (x) =
∫ x
a (u
′′)2=3 dt∫ b
a (u
′′)2=3 dt
;
respectively.
The grading function derived in [4] is similar to that of the optimal mesh in [1] where the existence
of a unique optimal mesh distribution for a two-point boundary value problem was established.
However, the process is unstable since a small perturbation in the equidistribution of  will lead to
signi3cantly diGerent grids. Nevertheless, as observed in the numerical calculations ([4,5]), the error
is stable under small perturbations in the grading function. Therefore, in practice, the mesh need not
be determined to high accuracy to obtain useful approximations.
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In our computations, minimization of the L2-norm (m= 0) with
=
∫ x
a (u
′′)2=5 dt∫ b
a (u
′′)2=5 dt
(2)
will be considered. Since the grading function is nonlinear, the Brent–Dekker scheme is used to
locate the grid points and the stopping criterion is measured by the relative error in  to be less
than a chosen tolerance $:
maxi|
∫ xi+1
xi
(u′′)2=5 dx − (1=M) ∫ ba (u′′)2=5 dx|
(1=M)
∫ b
a (u
′′)2=5 dx
¡$: (3)
In [5], the numerical results based on these considerations were considered and illustrated the ro-
bustness of the mesh redistribution algorithm in the 3nite-element method for boundary and interior
layers problems. In fact, the L2 error depends on the number of intervals instead of the maximum
mesh size, as seen in certain error estimates developed for quasi-uniform meshes. This demonstrates
that the grids obtained are indeed asymptotically optimal.
In our work, the graded mesh based on (2) and (3) is used with the nonlinear SOR. Although the
grading function was derived to minimize the upper bound of the interpolation error, when applied
to the model problems, the grid is computationally e6cient for the nonlinear SOR. This will be
demonstrated in Section 4.
4. Numerical results
In this section, we present the numerical results for the following problems.
I. Minimizing
%(y) =
∫ 1
0
y
√
1 + (y′)2 dx (4)
subject to the constraint y(0) = y(1) = ra, where ra is such that the exact solution is y(x) =
1=a cosh(a(x − c)). Note that the functional is strictly convex.
II. Minimizing
%(v) =
∫ "=4
0
√
1 + (cos2 u)(v′)2 du (5)
subject to the constraint v(0) = v("=4) = 0. The exact solution is v(u) = 0 for all u. Since the
functional is not strictly convex, the theory of nonlinear SOR does not apply. This example is
included to demonstrate the capability of mesh redistribution approach.
For Problem I, if one rotate the graph of y = f(x) about the x-axis, we get a catenoid. The
boundary conditions y(0) = y(1) = ra implies that c = 0:5 and “a” is determined by the equation
cosh(a=2) = ara: The critical value of ra below this value is 0.75444. In fact, one can see that as ra
goes from 0.7 to 0.755 in the approach of Tsuchiya [11], the number of iterations goes from 462 to
3448. In the following, we will show that the modi3ed nonlinear SOR schemes involve much fewer
number of iterations than those of Tsuchiya [11].
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Problem II originates from the problem of 3nding the shortest distance between the point (1; 0; 0)
and (
√
2
2 ; 0;
√
2
2 ) on the unit sphere S whose equation is x
2+y2+z2=1. Here u represents latitude and v
represents longitude and the unit sphere S is parameterized by 〈x; y; z〉=〈cos u cos v; cos u sin v; sin u〉.
In the computations, we use 3nite-element approximations with piecewise linear basis functions
{ i(x)}. The discrete functional  is obtained by applying the midpoint quadrature rule to (4) or
(5) and replacing y(x) by
∑n
i=1 yi i(x), and y
′(x) by
∑n
i=1 yi 
′
i (x) in the functional %, respectively.
Once the discrete functional is derived, the nonlinear SOR described in Section 2 will be used to
solve the underlying minimization problem. We outline the iterative process in the following [3]. If
 :Rn−1 → R corresponds to the discrete strictly convex functional, the iterative sequence is de3ned
as follows: Given {yj}; j = 1; 2; : : : ; k, let My k be such that
(i) ( My k) = (yk);
(ii) ykj = My
k
j; j = ik ; ik is any integer between 1 and n− 1;
(iii) ykik = Mykik unless ik (yk) = 0.
Then set
yk+1ik = y
k
ik + r
k( Mykik − ykik );
where rk ∈ (0; 1). Here rk is a chosen parameter between 0 and 1 described in Theorem 2.2.
If we apply Taylor’s theorem to the convex functional , we get
My ik = yik − 2k
ik (y)
ik ik (y)
; (6)
where k =ik ik (y)=ik ik (),  between y and My. The nonlinear SOR process can then be written as
yk+1ik = y
k
ik − 2krk
ik (y
k)
ik ik (yk)
; (7)
for k ¿ 0.
In practice, My k in the nonlinear SOR process is not known exactly. Hence, computationally,
we proceed as follows: Choose any arbitrary y0 = (y01 ; : : : ; y
0
n−1) and constant r ∈ (0; 1), +¿ 0 and
,∈ [o; +]: If |1(y0)|¡,, 3nd 2(y0): If not, since  is strictly convex, we can always 3nd a0 ∈R
such that (a0; y02 ; : : : ; y
0
n−1)¡(y0) and set y1 = (y11 ; y12 ; : : : ; y1n−1) where
y11 = y
0
1 − r(y01 − a0) and y1j = y0j ; j = 1:
Once a0 is found, we can then determine 0 through an equation similar to (6). Repeat the process
for y2; y3, and so on.
In the computations, although constant r = rk ∈ (0; 1) is used, !k = 2kr varies with k: Note that
the hypotheses on  make ak well de3ned and  is nonincreasing at each step. However, this is not
enough to ensure convergence. We must make ak a good approximation to Mykik : In order to do this,
we 3nd bk such that Mykik falls in an interval with a
k and bk as endpoints and specify that the length
of the interval must be small relative to the distance between yk and My k . The above process will
terminate after a 3nite number of steps provided ∈ (0; 1) is chosen and ak satis3es the following:
it is possible to 3nd bk such that
|bk − ak |
|bk − ykik |
6  and (yk)6(yk1 ; y
k
2 ; : : : ; y
k
ik−1; b
k ; ykik+1; : : : ; y
k
n−1);
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Table 1
Problem I—NSOR results
n 10 20 40
ra = 0:9 No. of iterations (tolerance ,) 20(10−4) 111(10−6) 710(10−7)
L2 error 0.002240 0.000570 0.000145
ra = 0:78 No. of iterations (tolerance ,) 20(10−4) 236(10−6) 1324(10−7)
L2 error 0.00404 0.001086 0.000291
ra = 0:756 No. of iterations (tolerance ,) 42(10−4) 981(10−7) 3649(10−7)
L2 error 0.010990 0.002843 0.000873
ra = 0:755 No. of iterations (tolerance ,) 46(10−4) 1274(10−7) 5283(10−7)
L2 error 0.014045 0.004045 0.001292
y(0) = y(1) = ra, initial guess y0 = ra. Number of intervals vs. number of iterations (tolerance ,) and L2 error.
where ik is the direction being updated. Note that bk can be found by varying the parameter k
in (6).
To be precise, we described the nonlinear SOR algorithm (NSOR) for Problem I in the following.
The modi3cations of the algorithm for Problem II will be addressed later.
1. Given a uniform mesh and initial guess y0i = ra, for all i. Take r = 0:85 and stopping criterion
,= 10−4.
2. For each ik direction, 3nd My ik through (6) by varying 
k = : : : ; 14 ;
1
2 ; 1; 2; 4; : : : .
3. Once My ik is found, solve (6) for 
k .
4. Use (7) with the k obtained from Step 3 to generate yk+1ik .
5. Repeat Steps 2–4 for all ik until convergence.
The stopping criterion considered in Step 1 is the Euclidean norm of correction between consecutive
iterates less than the speci3ed tolerance ,. Depending on the number of intervals, we need to adjust
, to study the rate of convergence. In addition, as indicated in [6], the scheme is insensitive to the
choice of r when r is around 0.85. Therefore, we will only present results with r = 0:85. Let the
number of NSOR iterations be the number of complete vector updates by the nonlinear SOR process
and the number of graded mesh be the number of grids obtained by equidistributing the grading
function based on the approximate solutions. The results using the uniform grid for the cases of
ra=0:9; 0:78; 0:756; 0:755, are listed in Table 1. Observe that as we decrease ra toward the critical
value 0.75444 and increase the number of intervals, the number of iterations increase dramatically.
Also, note that as the number of interval increases, the tolerance , for NSOR will need to be adjusted
to achieve desired accuracy. Moreover, optimal rates of convergence are obtained when ra =0:9 and
0:78. The optimal rate of convergence can also be achieved for the near critical cases ra=0:756 and
0:755 if we use smaller tolerance ,. The results of 10 uniform grids were also reported in [6].
As indicated in [6], the number of iterations can be reduced by graded mesh toward the boundary.
In addition, the grading function (2) introduced in Section 3 was derived to minimize an upper bound
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Table 2
Problem I—NSOR-1 results
n 10 40
ra = 0:78 No. of iterations (No. of graded mesh) 169(19) 460(162)
L2 error 0.000347 0.000371
ra = 0:756 No. of iterations (No. of graded mesh) 166(5) 357(21)
L2 error 0.00121 0.000793
ra = 0:755 No. of iterations (No. of graded mesh) 837(542) 363(15)
L2 error 0.000445 0.00114
y(0) = y(1) = ra, initial guess y0 = ra. Number of intervals vs. number of NSOR iterations (number of graded mesh)
and L2 error.
of the interpolation error in the solution. Therefore, to accelerate the convergence, we describe the
numerical algorithm (NSOR-1) of the NSOR with mesh redistribution as follows.
1. Select initial grids, e.g., uniform mesh and let the initial guess y0i = ra, for all i.
2. r = 0:85 and ,= 10−4. Solve the system of nonlinear equations by NSOR.
3. Use the grading function (2) to generate the graded mesh from the approximate solution in Step 2.
4. Set the new initial guess y0 to be the linear interpolation of the solution from Step 2.
5. Repeat Steps 2–4 until the optimal mesh is obtained.
The numerical results for ra = 0:78; 0:756, and 0:755 based on NSOR-1 are listed in Table 2. The
numerical solution of ra = 0:756 and n = 20 is plotted in Fig. 1. In [5], it was reported that the
process of 3nding optimal grid is unstable. In fact, Step 5 in the algorithm is extremely sensitive to
the choice of tolerance $ in Eq. (3). In order to illustrate the optimal order of convergence, we have
listed the number of graded mesh that leads to the best L2 error in Table 2. Comparing to the cases
of uniform meshes, the number of NSOR iterations are reduced dramatically with greater accuracy
by this approach.
To accelerate the convergence further, Steps 2 and 5 in NSOR-1 are modi3ed in the following
(NSOR-2).
1. Select initial grids, e.g., uniform mesh and let the initial guess y0i = ra, for all i.
2. r = 0:85 and , = eps, where eps may vary with ra. Solve the system of nonlinear equations by
NSOR.
3. Use the grading function (2) to generate the graded mesh from the approximate solution in Step 2.
4. Set the new initial guess y0 to be the linear interpolation of the solution from Step 2.
5. Repeat Steps 2–4 until the optimal mesh is obtained. Instead of , = eps, set , = EPS, where
EPS = 10−4; 10−6 for n= 20 and 40, respectively.
The spirit of NSOR-2 is to use relative large eps in Step 2 to reduce the number of NSOR iterations
before incorporating optimal grid techniques. Therefore, eps must be larger than EPS. The numerical
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Fig. 1. Problem I—NSOR-1 results. ra =0:756; n=20. Solution of initial NSOR (+), 3rst graded mesh (©), last graded
mesh (*) vs. exact solution (–).
Table 3
Problem I—NSOR-2 results
ra eps No. of iterations L2 error
0.9 10−2 71 0.000401
0.78 10−2 117 0.000988
0.756 5 · 10−2 38 0.001384
0.755 4 · 10−2 41 0.000729
n=20; EPS=10−4. y(0)= y(1)= ra, initial guess y0 = ra. eps vs. number of
NSOR iterations and L2 error.
Table 4
Problem I—NSOR-2 results
ra eps No. of iterations L2 error
0.9 10−2 398 0.000052
0.78 10−2 672 0:000079
0.756 10−4 1868 0.000426
n=40; EPS=10−6. y(0)= y(1)= ra, initial guess y0 = ra. eps vs. number of
NSOR iterations and L2 error.
results for ra = 0:9; 0:78; 0:756 and 0:755 with n = 20 and 40 are listed in Tables 3 and 4,
respectively. The numerical solution of ra=0:756 and n=20 is plotted in Fig. 2. Observe that when
n=20 for the near critical cases ra=0:756 and 0:755, the number of iterations are around 40 and the
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Fig. 2. Problem I—ra=0:756; n=20. NSOR initial guess (+), NSOR solution (©) vs. NSOR-2 initial guess (*), NSOR-2
solution (♦) and exact solution (line).
approximate solutions are comparable to those of NSOR-1. Also, when n=40 and ra=0:756, although
NSOR-2 requires more iterations than NSOR-1, the L2 errors are reduced by half. In addition, the
NSOR-2 is superior over NSOR not only in the number of iterations but also in the accuracy. In
fact, when ra = 0:755, the L2 error of NSOR-2 when n = 20 is smaller than that of NSOR when
n= 40.
In Fig. 3, we plot the grid point distribution of NSOR-2 for ra = 0:78 and n = 40. Observe that
the grid is almost uniform. This diGers from the grids with boundary re3nement reported in [6].
Even though the equidistributing process is unstable, the numerical results presented above have
illustrated the advantage of the optimal grids approach in the NSOR. To study the instability, TOL
and L2 errors vs. the mesh number of NSOR-1 for ra=0:756 when n=40 are plotted in Figs. 4 and
5, respectively. Here TOL is the left-hand side of the stopping criterion in (3). As demonstrated
from Fig. 5, although the grids may vary, good approximate solutions are obtained within few mesh
redistributions. In addition, from Fig. 4, observe that TOL is oscillatory while the L2 error decreases
to a minimum and then increases with respect to the mesh number. This shows that the NSOR-1
indeed improves over NSOR. However, small TOL does not necessarily imply small L2 error and
diGerent stopping criterion should be considered to obtain the grid with minimum L2 error.
For Problem I, the exact solution is a hyperbolic cosine function and it was natural in [6] to
consider boundary re3nement to accelerate the convergence. However, for Problem II, the exact
solution is v(u) = 0 for all u and it is di6cult to consider nonuniform grids over portions of
the domain to speed up the convergence. Therefore, the equidistribution of the mesh through the
grading function becomes a natural choice. This problem was considered in [8] with n=4 and 3xed
parameter ! = 1:8. Using diGerent initial guesses with n = 4 and ! = 1:8, the results are listed in
Table 5. For this problem, the stopping criterion considered is the Euclidean norm of the gradient
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Fig. 3. Problem I—ra = 0:78; n= 40. Grid point distribution of NSOR-2.
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Fig. 5. Problem I—ra = 0:756; n= 40. L2 error distribution with minimum L2 error (*) for NSOR-1.
Table 5
Problem II—n = 4, 3xed ! = 1:8, initial guess (a) v("=16) = v(3"=16) = 0:05; v("=8) = 0:1, and (b) v(u) = 0:15 sin(4u).
Tolerance , vs. number of iterations and L2 error
Initial guess (a) Initial guess (b)
, No. of iterations L2 error No. of iterations L2 error
10−3 36 0.000110841172 37 0.000094994000
10−4 50 0.000010455758 50 0.000010606928
10−5 64 0.000000986303 64 0.000001000563
10−6 77 0.000000110130 77 0.000000111722
10−7 91 0.000000010389 91 0.000000010539
10−8 105 0.000000000980 105 0.000000000994
10−9 118 0.000000000109 111 0.000000000111
10−10 132 0.000000000010 132 0.000000000010
of the discrete functional less than the speci3ed tolerance ,. Observe that within 132 iterations,
we have 10 signi3cant digits of accuracy. Since the minimizing functional is not strictly convex,
slow convergence or divergence of the algorithm may occur by reducing the number of intervals.
In fact, computations were performed for the case when n = 8 using ! = 1:8, , = 10−3 and the
linear interpolant of initial guess (a) indicated in Table 5. Slow convergence were observed, that is,
varying the number of intervals from 4 to 8, the number of iterations increases from 36 to 248 but
the L2 error reduces from 1:108 · 10−4 to 0:679 · 10−4. Therefore, in the subsequent calculations, we
will only consider the case of n= 4.
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Table 6
Problem II—n = 4, initial guess v(u) = 0:15 sin(4u); , = 0:001. Parameter r vs.
algorithm, number of NSOR iterations (number of graded mesh) and L2 error.
TOL = 0:05 for NSOR-1
r Algorithm No. of iterations L2 error
(No. of graded mesh)
0.5 NSOR 89 0.000100896489
NSOR-1 31(1) 0.000014012172
0.8 NSOR 46 0.000100438246
NSOR-1 27(4) 0.000037101094
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Fig. 6. Problem II—n= 4; r = 0:8. Grid point distribution of NSOR-1.
Based on the algorithms NSOR and NSOR-1 described above, the results for Problem II using
diGerent parameters r are listed in Table 6. The modi3cations of these algorithms are in the choices
of r, , and the initial guess. Recall that the parameter r is related to the !k by !k =2kr. In Table
6, observe that the number of iterations are reduced dramatically with greater accuracy by the mesh
redistribution approach. In addition, varying the parameter r increases the number of iterations for
the NSOR, but the number of iterations are about the same for the NSOR-1. This indicates that
the algorithm NSOR-1 is insensitive to the choice of parameter r which is similar to the case of
Problem I.
In Fig. 6, we plot the optimal grid point distribution of NSOR-1. Observe that the grid is dense
near the left-hand side boundary u = 0. In fact, as we continue the grading process, the grids will
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move towards the left-hand side boundary u = 0 and the L2 error decreases. This diGers from the
grids obtained for Problem I. Recall that for Problem I, the equidistributing process is unstable. To
study the instability, we plot TOL and L2 error vs. the mesh number of NSOR-1 for r = 0:8 and
, = 0:001 in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. As illustrated from Fig. 8, good approximate solutions
are obtained within few mesh redistributions. In addition, observe that TOL is oscillatory while the
L2 error decreases monotonically with respect to the mesh number. If we start with less accurate
result in the NSOR by using ,= 0:01, the TOL and L2 errors vs. the mesh number of NSOR-1 for
r = 0:8 are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Note that in this case, the TOL is oscillatory
3rst and then decreases monotonically while the L2 error decrease monotonically with respect to the
mesh number. Therefore, after few mesh redistributions, small TOL implies small L2 error which is
diGerent from results of Problem I.
In the above, we have demonstrated that the mesh redistribution approach plays an important role
in accelerating the convergence of the NSOR. Although promising results of NSOR-2 have been
demonstrated in Tables 3 and 4 for Problem I, the scheme is sensitive to the initial guess. In fact,
certain initial guesses could lead to results similar to those of NSOR. The situations are more serious
for Problem II where certain initial guesses could lead to divergence. Note that, from the theorems
in Section 2, the convergence of the NSOR depends on the choice of the relaxation parameters
!k . Also, recall that the relaxation parameter !k = 2kr where k is determined by the My k in the
nonlinear SOR process. In our computations, it was often necessary to 3x the parameter !k = 2r
when !k ¿ 2r to obtain convergence. This leads to the “generalized Newton’s method” described
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Fig. 8. Problem II—n= 4; r = 0:8; , = 0:001. L2 error distribution for NSOR-1.
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Fig. 9. Problem II—n= 4; r = 0:8; , = 0:01.
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Fig. 10. Problem II—n= 4; r = 0:8; , = 0:01. L2 error distribution for NSOR-1.
in Section 2 and slow convergence is expected for Problem I. For the same reason and since the
minimizing functional is not strictly convex, divergence of the algorithm may occur for Problem II.
Therefore, it is necessary to compute My k with greater accuracy in the nonlinear SOR process. Finally,
since the grading function (2) was derived to minimize the upper bound of the interpolation error,
it is essential to derive an appropriate grading function to construct optimal grids for the underlying
minimization problems. These issues discussed above are currently under investigation and will be
reported elsewhere.
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